Impact of an abbreviated protocol for breast MRI in diagnostic accuracy
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Breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has a dominant and increasingly important role in breast imaging, particularly for screening of women at high risk of developing breast cancer, staging of breast cancers, follow-up after neoadjuvant chemotherapy, and evaluating axillary lymph nodes when a primary site cannot be found by mammography (1–3). At present, it takes about 30 to 40 minutes to perform a breast MRI in accordance with the good practice guidelines of the European Society of Breast Cancer Specialists (EUSOMA) (4). This length of time is relatively long, and the examination presents high direct and indirect costs that limit its wider use (5–11).

Recently, Kuhl et al. (4) has shown that in high-risk women, the use of an abbreviated protocol is a suitable option that does not compromise the sensitivity or the specificity relative to the conventional complete protocol, thanks to specific characteristics of breast cancers that occur in high-risk women. Mango et al. (12) also demonstrated a high sensitivity with an abbreviated protocol for detection of known cancers. Moreover, the use of an abbreviated protocol including the precontrast T1-weighted sequence with fat saturation and single early postcontrast imaging with postprocessing to generate first postcontrast subtraction and subtraction of maximum intensity projection (MIP) sequences allows the time of interpretation to be re-

**PURPOSE**

We aimed to compare the diagnostic accuracy and interpretation time of an abbreviated protocol relative to the complete protocol of breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with the use of breast imaging reporting and data system (BI-RADS). Between-reader and between-protocol variability for BI-RADS classification and influence of reader expertise on diagnostic accuracies were also evaluated.

**METHODS**

We conducted a retrospective reader study in 90 women who underwent breast MRI: 30 benign examinations (graded as American College of Radiology [ACR] 1 or 2), 30 examinations graded as ACR 3 and 30 examinations requiring a histologic proof (graded as ACR 4 or 5). Two radiologists independently reviewed the protocols. The reference standard was 24 months of imaging follow-up (66.6%, n=60), percutaneous biopsy at the 12th month imaging follow-up (5.5%, n=5), and breast surgery (27.9%, n=25). Analysis was done on a per-breast basis. There were 26 cancers in 168 breasts (15.1%).

**RESULTS**

Interpretation time was higher for the complete protocol (mean difference: 84 s, 95% CI [67;101] for senior and 83 s, 95% CI [70;95] for junior reader; \( P < 0.001 \)). The reliability of BI-RADS classification between both protocols was very good with intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.89 for junior reader and 0.98 for senior reader; the inter-reader reliability was 0.94 and 0.90 for the complete and abbreviated protocols, respectively. For senior reader, the abbreviated and complete protocols yielded 95.1% and 94.4% specificity and 100% sensitivity.

**CONCLUSION**

Our data provide corroborating evidence that abbreviated protocols decrease interpretation time without compromising sensitivity or specificity. There was a high level of concordance between the abbreviated and complete protocols and between the two readers.
duced in addition to decreasing the duration of the examination itself (4, 12). Thus, several authors published on this popular topic and confirmed the ability of an abbreviated MRI protocol to detect breast cancer in screening of high-risk populations as well as in women with proven breast cancers. However, few studies have evaluated the specificity of an abbreviated protocol outside of a high-risk population (13).

Thus, in this reader study on a selected patient population, our aim was to compare the diagnostic accuracy of an abbreviated protocol relative to the complete protocol in terms of the breast imaging reporting and data system (BI-RADS) classification for interpretation of breast MRIs regardless of the indication for the examination. Moreover, we evaluated between-reader variability and influence of reader expertise on diagnostic accuracy.

Methods

From January to June 2013, we retrospectively queried our database to identify the first 90 consecutive MRIs that were classified as American College of Radiology (ACR) category 1 or 2 (n=30), ACR category 3 (n=30), and ACR category 4 or 5 (n=30) in the initial reports. The worst BI-RADS score from either breast was considered to make the selection.

Our institutional review board approved the study. The requirement for informed consent was waived. This retrospective study was conducted according to the Declaration of Helsinki’s “Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects.”

Inclusion criteria were pathologic correlation or at least 24 months of follow-up after the MRI examination date in the absence of a percutaneous biopsy or 12 months of follow-up after the MRI examination following a percutaneous biopsy. The mean patient age was 50.4 years (range, 27–76 years). The indication for breast MRI was breast cancer staging in 19% (n=17), high-risk women without BRCA 1 or 2 mutations in 37.7% (n=34), women with BRCA 1 or 2 mutations in 19% (n=17), nipple discharge in 1.1% (n=1), lesional characterization in 13.2% (n=12), and ACR category 3 in 10% (n=9).

In our center, a complete breast MRI protocol included an axial T2-weighted acquisition, sagittal three-dimensional Gradient Echo T1-weighted dynamic VIBRANT acquisitions: one before and five after injection (each phase duration was 90 s) of gadolinium and one axial VIBRANT high-resolution acquisition on a 3T MRI device (HDX Twinspeed, GE medical) (Table 1). Images subtracted from the first three series after injection and images of MIP of these subtractions were also available. The abbreviated protocol consisted of only the sagittal sequence VIBRANT acquisition before injection, the first sagittal series VIBRANT acquisition after injection, and the subtracted images (Fig. 1). We did not use axial T2-weighted acquisition and MIP images.

Two radiologists (a junior physician with 6 months of breast MRI experience, and a senior physician with 5 years of experience) individually reviewed the images in two stages separated by at least two weeks with randomization so as to limit all bias. Abbreviated and complete protocols were mixed in the two stages. For both stages, the readers had access to the previous examinations and clinical information, but not to the later examinations, current breast MRI report, and later possible anatomicopathology analysis or imaging follow-up. For every reader, the order of the two stages was randomized and the reading of the abbreviated protocol was blinded from the reading of the complete protocol. For each breast, the readers indicated the size, the quadrant, the type of lesion in case of anomaly, and the ACR BI-RADS classification. The duration of read outs were also noted. The BI-RADS classifications were then compiled according to the implication on the care: the benign group not requiring specific care (ACR 1 and 2), the surveillance group (ACR 3), and the group requiring histologic proof (ACR 4 and 5).

At the end of the readings, in case of discordance with regard to the lesion location, a consensus was sought between the two readers to ensure that it was the same lesion in all three cases (two study readings and the prospective clinical reading). If the lesion differed from the one in the prospective clinical reading, it was considered to be a false positive.

Statistical analysis

The quantitative parameters are described as mean ± standard deviation and the qualitative parameters are described as frequency and percentage. For each reader, the comparison of the reading time according to the two reading protocols was performed by paired Student’s t-test. The inter-reader reliability and the reliability between the two reading protocols were assessed using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). For the inter-reader reliability, according to McGraw and Wong (1996) Convention (14), a two-way random effects model, absolute
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Figure 1. Sagittal VIBRANT™ image of an invasive breast carcinoma.
agreement, single rater/measurement (i.e., ICC [2,1]) was performed (15). For intrareader reliability, a two-way mixed-effects model (absolute agreement, single measurement) was computed. Based on the terminology proposed by Landis and Koch (16), an ICC value of 0.6–0.8 indicated substantial agreement and 0.8–1.0 indicated almost full agreement. The discriminant power of the BI-RADS classification to detect a cancer was assessed with the area under the curve (AUC) for each protocol. The AUCs for both protocols were compared using a nonparametric approach (17). The BI-RADS classification was then dichotomized (1/2/3 vs. 4/5), and the sensitivity and specificity for each protocol were computed. Sensitivities were compared using McNemar’s test in the subpopulation of breasts with a cancer diagnosis. Specificities were compared using a McNemar’s test in the subpopulation of breasts not harboring a malignant lesion.

Thirty patients were included in each group corresponding to a total sample size of 168 breasts. With this sample size, our study had 80% power to detect a change in specificity from 0.8 to 0.9 using a follow-up of 24 months for 137 breasts (81.5%), by percutaneous biopsy with at least a 12-month imaging follow-up for 5 breasts (3%), and breast surgery for 26 breasts (15.5%). Out of the total of 168 breasts, breast cancer was present in 26 breasts (15%). Of these, 25 were invasive and one was purely a ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). Among the 25 invasive cases of breast cancer, there were 18 (72%) non-specific carcinomas (i.e., invasive ductal carcinoma) and 7 (28%) lobular carcinomas. The histology grade was I for 4 lesions (16%), II for 19 lesions (76%), and III for 2 lesions (8%). There were 22 estrogen receptor positive (ER+) lesions (88%) and 3 human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 positive (HER2+) lesions (12%). There were five benign lesions: one adenoma, one fibroadenoma, one papilloadenoma, one breast dystrophy, and one radial scar.

For both readers, the reading time was significantly lower with the abbreviated protocol (18%).

Regardless of the reader, the AUC of the BI-RADS classification to detect a cancer was not significantly different between the two protocols (Table 3). For both readers, all cancers were in the group “Biopsy required” using either protocol (sensitivity, 100%). For senior reader, out of the 142 breasts without malignant lesions, 135 were classified as “benign” with the abbreviated protocol versus 134 with the complete protocol (specificity, 95.1% vs. 94.4%; P = 0.71). For junior reader, 130 lesions were classified “benign” or “ACR 3,” regardless of the protocol (specificity, 91.5%).

**Results**

Our population consisted of 90 patients, of whom 12 had a personal history of breast cancer with unilateral mastectomy. Thus, ACR ratings were made for 168 breasts. The reference standard was assessed by a follow-up of 24 months for 137 breasts (81.5%), by percutaneous biopsy with at least a 12-month imaging follow-up for 5 breasts (3%), and breast surgery for 26 breasts (15.5%). Out of the total of 168 breasts, breast cancer was present in 26 breasts (15%). Of these, 25 were invasive and one was purely a ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS). Among the 25 invasive cases of breast cancer, there were 18 (72%) non-specific carcinomas (i.e., invasive ductal carcinoma) and 7 (28%) lobular carcinomas. The histology grade was I for 4 lesions (16%), II for 19 lesions (76%), and III for 2 lesions (8%). There were 22 estrogen receptor positive (ER+) lesions (88%) and 3 human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 positive (HER2+) lesions (12%). There were five benign lesions: one adenoma, one fibroadenoma, one papilloadenoma, one breast dystrophy, and one radial scar.

For both readers, the reading time was significantly lower with the abbreviated protocol than with the complete protocol. The average reading time for the junior reader was 247±65 s with the abbreviated protocol and 329±84 s with the complete protocol (mean difference 83 s, 95% CI [70;95] P < 0.001), while for the senior reader these were 59±34 s and 14±72 s, respectively (mean difference, 84 s; 95% CI [67;101]; P < 0.001).

The BI-RADS classifications of the breasts for each reader and each protocol are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2.

Considering BI-RADS classification, the inter-reader reliability was 0.941 (0.920–0.956) for the complete protocol and 0.903 (0.871–0.927) for the abbreviated protocol. The reliability between both protocols was 0.895 (0.861–0.922) for senior reader and 0.982 (0.975–0.986) for junior reader.

By pooling the two readers, 14 lesions were classified as “benign” with the complete protocol out of the 78 classified as “ACR 3” with the abbreviated protocol (18%).

Regardless of the reader, the AUC of the BI-RADS classification to detect a cancer was not significantly different between the two protocols (Table 3). For both readers, all cancers were included in the group “Biopsy required” using either protocol (sensitivity, 100%). For senior reader, out of the 142 breasts without malignant lesions, 135 were classified as “benign” or “ACR 3” with the abbreviated protocol versus 134 with the complete protocol (specificity, 95.1% vs. 94.4%; P = 0.71). For junior reader, 130 lesions were classified “benign” or “ACR 3,” regardless of the protocol (specificity, 91.5%).

**Discussion**

In our study, we showed that the reading time was clearly shorter when the abbreviated protocol was used. There was a high level of agreement between the complete and abbreviated protocols for BI-RADS category. The level of sensitivity and specificity was high with the abbreviated protocol and did not differ significantly from the complete protocol.
The use of an abbreviated protocol, stopping at the first series after injection, allows the duration of the examination to be substantially reduced, with an acquisition time of 3 minutes and an occupation time for the scan that varied from 10 to 15 minutes (4, 12, 13). With the complete protocol, the average acquisition time varies from 30 to 60 minutes (4, 12, 18, 19), which does not allow for more than two patients to be processed per hour in the reference centers (20). Use of the abbreviated protocol may lead to improvements in breast MRI screening since it should substantially reduce the indirect costs. Thus, the rate of breast MRIs that can be performed could be increased by at least two folds.

With the abbreviated protocol, the reading time was significantly reduced for both readers relative to the complete protocol. With the abbreviated protocol, reading times for the senior physician were about 60 seconds, as opposed to reading times of 60 to 120 seconds for a typical mammography screening (4, 21, 22). Interpretation time significantly decreased with the abbreviated protocol, allowing for innovative reading options, such as double reading and real-time interpretation (23). In our study, interpretation time is far longer than that published by other abbreviated protocols. This is probably due to the fact that we did not use MIP images and made an interpretation with standard sequence. Indeed, contrary to Kuhl et al. (4) who used only MIP images for the interpretation of abbreviated protocol, we did not use MIP images because we think that it is necessary to make no differences between interpretation of abbreviated and complete protocols. So, we used native images and subtracted images for both interpretations of abbreviated and full protocols.

In our study, there was nearly complete inter-reader agreement for junior and senior readers, with both protocols. The use of an abbreviated protocol was hence not detrimental in terms of reproducibility of the interpretation and the ensuing care.

There was also nearly complete concordance (above 0.80) between both protocols for both readers. Moreover, the sensitivity and the specificity were high for both readers, and they were comparable for both reading protocols. The abbreviated protocol did not influence the sensitivity and the specificity of the examination. We provide corroborating evidence for the equal diagnostic utility of abbreviated versus full multiparametric breast MRI. Indeed, this is in keeping with the findings of Kuhl et al. (4), who demonstrated that the use of an abbreviated protocol for breast screening by MRI is feasible without compromising the sensitivity and the specificity of the examination relative to a complete protocol. It also fits with the findings of Mango et al. (12) who were able to demonstrate a high level of sensitivity for detection of cancers with an abbreviated protocol. Moreover, these results are in agreement with the study by Moschetta et al. (24) who found that abbreviated protocol has the same diagnostic potential as the standard protocol in patients undergoing breast MRI for screening, problem solving, or preoperative staging. In standard clinical situations, the care provided based on findings from an abbreviated protocol corresponded with what was provided when a standard protocol was used. When an abbreviated protocol was used, both readers still detected all cancer lesions. No study previously addressed the sensitivity and specificity values of the examination.

The percentage of ACR 3 cases with the abbreviated protocol that were reclassified as ACR 2 with the complete protocol was 18% in our study versus 37.7% in the study by Kuhl et al. (4). The utility of the late additional sequences for characterization of the lesion appears to be less clear in our study because we had fewer cases diagnosed as ACR 3 with the abbreviated protocol and reclassified as ACR2 with the complete protocol. Moreover, we did not find a loss of specificity with abbreviated protocol although late VIBRANT acquisitions were not used.

Our study has several limitations. First of all, it is a retrospective study. Second, as the readers were cognizant of the indication for the examination, in 17 cases the cancer was hence known to the readers. This could limit the value of the 100% sensitivity that we encountered in our study with the abbreviated protocol. However, with the exception of tumor staging, detection of all cancer lesions was the same regardless of the examination. Furthermore, detection matched the usual clinical conditions for interpretation of breast MRI, which is integrated into the complete breast imaging process for the patient. Indeed, our goal was to evaluate the impact of standard contextual information in the context of an abbreviated protocol, as done by Heacock et al. (11). In our study, there was only one DCIS, which could have led to an overestimation of the sensitivity due to a better sensitivity for invasive carcinoma than for DCIS. Indeed, diagnosing DCIS on MRI represents the single major diagnostic challenge.

In conclusion, our study indicates that the use of an abbreviated protocol maintained a high level of sensitivity and specificity with decreased examination and reading times. Our results provide corroborating evidence that the abbreviated protocol could be a new diagnostic tool for radiologists instead of full breast MRI protocol.
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